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15.x Regression
16.x
16.x Regression
Category
Usability
Community projects
Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
Conﬂict of two features (each works well independently)
Less than 30-minutes ﬁx
Feature
Mobile (Mobile Tiki and Voice Tiki)
Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center
Resolution status
New
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(1) No way to login at dev.t.o or doc.t.o, for instance, when browsing the page in the smartphone
(tested with Chrome on Android, but it seems to be reproduced with a browser on a desktop and making it
narrow enough as a smartphone)
(2) There is no logo nor site name displayed in the top header of most *.t.o sites. OTher (non-tiki) bootstrap
websites do display their logo and name when shown through smartphone. IS tehre anything that can be done
in the Tiki side to ﬁx this?
(3) Fullscreen button is shown on top of the button at the top layer to display the logo and site name. Therefore,
clicking there, ﬁres the fullscreen in some cases. And when in full screen, in a smartphone, I couldn't come back
to normal display mode clicking at that button in the smartphone for some reason, I had to ﬁx the param in the
url to get back to normal.
(4) The submenu is not shown in dev.t.o and doc.t.o but it is shown in themes.t.o Why? How shall we edit the
submenus so that they are shown in the smartphone display?
Thanks
Solution
About the points in the description:
(1) This was possible to be solved by a conﬁguration change, by adding a login module in the pagetop module
zone for small screens only, and not displaying the top module zone login module in small screens. (Same setup
as at themes.tiki.org.)
(2) Commit r60868 adds the site icon code to the layout template used by the Tiki project sites (Fixed Top
Navbar 1). Previously the idea was that modules could supply the site logo in all screen sizes, but this didn't
work out.
(3) Commit r60843 shifts the menu toggle to the left, away from the fullscreen button, so they don't overlap. I
didn't notice any other problem in that regard, but only have iPhone to test with, so please report continuing
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problems.
(4) At themes.t.o a CSS menu is used, rather than the Bootstrap menu used at dev and doc. A little more testing
is needed to work this out.
Importance
8
Easy to solve?
7
Priority
56
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
6049
Created
Wednesday 27 July, 2016 08:24:52 GMT-0000
by Xavier de Pedro
LastModif
Thursday 12 January, 2017 02:23:19 GMT-0000

Comments

drsassafras 10 Jan 17 02:53 GMT-0000
Thanks for reporting this. Its a issue that has been bothering me also. If the login button
was not covered by the full screen button it would be a big start.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 Jan 17 02:12 GMT-0000
As a site conﬁguration change, I added a login module in the pagetop
module zone that displays only in small screens, while the top module
zone login module no longer displays in that screen size. (Also done at
doc.tiki.org.) This is the conﬁguration at themes.tiki.org, which works
ﬁne, AFAIK.

Xavier de Pedro 12 Jan 17 11:30 GMT-0000
Your solution is awesome, Gary, many thanks!
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One concern/one-more-suport-request: can you help
make this more easily applied to other tiki sites?
I mean, there is a proﬁle which does the tweaks for this
type of navbars (I don't recall the name of that proﬁle
yet, sorry, and imho, it should be added to the proﬁles
wizard and to the upgrade wizard).
Can you help make that proﬁle ready to get this eﬀect by
default fro new users?
I can help you to convert your ﬁxes into the proﬁle. Shall
we schedule a skype or bbb meeting for that?
Thanks in advanced!

Gary Cunningham-Lee 12 Jan 17
13:59 GMT-0000
Sure, but I'm still ﬁnding things that need
ﬁxing, and all the sites have had diﬀerent
editors/approaches so it'll be best to conform
them all to one method ﬁrst (if you're talking
about all the ﬁxes for the navbar in the small
device view). Also solutions should be
checked in other themes somewhat.

Xavier de Pedro 12 Jan 17
14:14 GMT-0000
Thanks heaps, Gary , as usual!
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The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item6049-15-x-Improvements-needed-for-mobile-view-of-many-t-o-sites-dev-themes-doc
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